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GEORGE LUCK: 1850-1903: BUILDER OF GEORGE STREET
George Luck was a descendant of a long line of Wadhurst residents, whose names are commemorated both on
tombstones and in the porch of Wadhurst Parish Church. His father, George Luck senior, had a business in
Durgates and by 1867 George junior, his eldest son, was a plumber. Later, in 1899, he was listed as a

builder living at 6, Durgates. In December 1900, George bought Manor Cottage, Sparrows Green, with five
acres of land. Some of the land was sold off. The proceeds appear to have contributed to setting
him up in business. He constructed brickworks on the corner of Gloucester Road (where St George's Hall
now stands), stretching the length of George Street, south west as far as Cockmount Lane.
George Street and twelve cottages at the east

side were built to let and owned by George
Luck in the period up to his death. George
Luck junior and Charles Luck, under the
name of Luck Brothers, continued to run
the business from a yard on the north side
of Durgates, where Nikwax now has offices.

In 1907, they built a further six cottages on
the west side of George Street. A further four
cottages completed the west side. All the
houses, which are terraced, have a front
age of eighteen feet, except for No. 1 which
has forty feet and No. 5 which has twentytwo feet. Luck Brothers prospered, along
with similar builders and decorators such

as Piper's and Hodder's. Luck's employed
twenty or thirty men In the period up to the
George Luck

commencement of the Second World War.

Jane Luck

Peter Wicker, born at No. 22, was employed In the timber yard at Durgates as a joiner, making up the windows,
doors and staircases for large numbers of new houses built throughout Wadhurst during this period. Luck's
finally closed in 1939 when large numbers of workers were commissioned to work on construction of war service

buildings.

Mary Offord
[continued on p.105]
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Meetings and Events Reports

The Trustees—Charity no. 1113106

Jan 11: Peter KIrby: The Romany Way
Chairman

Treasurer

Michael Harte

Greenman Farm
Wadhurst

01892 783 292

TN5 6LE

Ian Adam-Smith

Trewyck
Woods Green

01892 782 835

Wadhurst TN5 6QS

Starting with a brief history of how the Romany popula
tion got to Britain, Peter told us that they left India,
made their way across Europe and finally arrived in the
British Isles in the 15^^ century via Scotland. It was
believed that these dark travellers came from Egypt,
hence the name of gypsies.

Secretary

Heather Woodward
01892 783 212
David James

01892 890 330

Rachel Ring

Chequers
Stone Cross Rd

He showed, with photos, their modes of transport and

Wadhurst TN5 6LR

accommodation from the Victorian era to date. He
started with "rod and blanket tents" that were carried on

Markwicks

Cousley Wood

carts or by pony and trap. These were fairly rudimentary

TN5 6HG

coverings made more waterproof by a coating of grease.
Normally two were joined together with a higher portion
that enabled to family to cook on the yog (fire) under
cover. These were followed by what most of us would
recognise as a gypsy caravan; these were called vardos,
horse drawn living wagons. There were various types
starting with the Showman, a much smarter model than
the Reading or the Burton. These last two were named
after their makers or place of manufacture. There was
also a bow-topped van that looked like a rod and blanket

Chestnuts

Stone Cross Road
01892 783 455

Wadhurst TN5 6LR

Management Committee
Chairman

Michael Harte

Treasurer

Ian Adam-Smith

Secretary

Heather Woodward

Task group

David James

and Editor

tent on wheels or what we know as a wild west wagon.

By the 1920's these were no longer pulled by horses and
in the 1950's were sadly replaced by the huge chromium

co-ordinator
Visits & Events

Wadhurst TN5 BAR

plated vans that we used to see and now by the equally
large but not quite so obvious ones with all mod cons.
There are still people who profitably restore their forefa
thers' wagons even with the gold leaf.
In general though, the old way of life has gone. We were

Fortunes

shown some traditional crafts such as peg, basket and

Turners Green Rd

bee skep making, as well as the making of chrysanthe

Rachel Ring

Secretary

Bocking/Parish

Bryan Bell

Church House

Council link

Church Street
01892 782 845

Committee

Jan Comerford

member

Meetings
Organiser

01892 783 182

Wadhurst TN5 6TU

mums from elder wood - most intriguing. Other occupa

Madelyn Meredith

Snape Clock House

tions included fruit and hop picking selling of bunches of

Tidebrook
01892 785 501

TN5 6NS

flowers, knife grinding and fortune telling at the fair.
In some ways the life seemed idyllic. The big families
travelled together, all looking after each other and
celebrating with live music at weddings or baptisms and
funerals, with the latter followed by the ceremonial

Meeting schedule in 2007
12 Apr Sarah Oldridge: History and work of the Royal
Botanic Gardens Kew

28 Apr Visit to Dover Castle and the wartime tunnels
10 May Geoff Hutchinson: Rudyard Kipling - life & work
9 Jun Visit to Romney Marsh and its churches
14 Jun

Brion Purdey: Sussex Cures and Customs

12Jul Brian Short: Historical Perspective of the
Ashdown Forest

29 July Summer barbecue
29 Sep Quiz and Entertainment evening
11 Oct Marian Betterby: The Apple from Adam and Eve
to today
16 Oct

8 Nov

Possible visit to the Houses of Parliament & Eltham
Palace

Hugh Milier: Four brothers and a friend called Dan

13 Dec Annual General Meeting

burning of the wagon. But by modern standards life
must have been hard, although we were only shown one
photo of life under snow. I think I will settle for my life
style!

Oh, and by the way a chav is a young child and cushti
(a la Del Boy) means good.

Jeremy Oldershaw

Feb 8: Pat Wright; Marauders and Missionaries

This talk, with its intriguing title, turned out to be a
brilliantly illustrated and fascinating presentation de
scribing aspects of the "Dark Ages". Pat said "Dark
Ages" was a description academics disliked; however
the period roughly between 370 and 980 AD is often so
called. The years following the collapse of the Roman
Empire was a time of disruption and migration across
Europe. Invaders - Moslems in Spain, Attila the Hun,
Magyars, Vikings and Saracens - spread destruction and
despair across the Continent. Learning, the little that
there was, shrank into inaccessible places whose custo
dians were often monks, such as those living on the
island of Skellig Michael off the West coast of Ireland.
Christianity largely disappeared and had to be reintroduced by St Columba who came by boat from Ireland to
lona in the year 553. Urban living collapsed after the

fall of Rome. Towns for example Roman London, were
largely abandoned, indeed London fell out of use for 200
years.

The monks and church that remained took the

view that Roman unity and discipline mattered most to

its preaching and teaching mission.
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In many ways

classic civilisation was handed on as in a relay race, to
the Church and eventually to Rulers In both of whose
hands it was preserved and utterly remade.

27**' April: the Milestone Society meets in the Grey

Since people had little or no permanence in where they
iived, anything that was made had to be transportable.

DOVER CASTLE We start our full programme of outings

Outings and Events for 2007
hound at 19:30.

and social events with a trip on Saturday 28^^ April.
Departure will be at 08:15 from the Greyhound returning

There was not much art produced and virtually everyone
was illiterate. It was thought bad to reproduce a figure

to Wadhurst about 18:00. The cost, to include a con
ducted tour of the Secret Wartime Tunnels, Is: £17 to
non English Heritage Members and £10.50 for members.

in the early years of the "Dark Ages". After the fifth
century Britain too had many invaders; Angles, Saxons,
Jutes and later Vikings quickly displaced or assimilated
the indigenous people of the regions they entered.

They never truly settled anywhere, ever-moving as their
needs and resources changed. Eventually they did settle
and create homes and lifestyles for themselves, yet their

Please note the difference in costs and that if you
are an English Heritage member you will need to

show your membership card on entrance or pay
the full sum on the day. Places may be booked at a
WHS meeting or by post from Rachel Ring, Chestnuts,

culture was never elaborate.

Stone Cross Road, Wadhurst TN5 6LR.

In England Alfred the Great (849-900) grasped the need

ROMNEY MARSH CHURCHES A full day outing has
been organised for Saturday 9*'' June. Departure from
the Greyhound at 08:45, home by approximately 17:30.

for more permanence and administration, as Charle

magne King of the Franks had done before him. He
brought in monks and learned to read. Alfred was the
first to introduce a Royal Navy to defend our shores from
marauders. By the year 1000 England had a much

The cost of £26 includes visits to four churches with a

stronger view of itself.

guide, morning tea/coffee, a ploughman's lunch with
tea/coffee and a WI afternoon tea.
Places may be
booked at a WHS meeting or by post from Rachel Ring,

Pat gave us a European perspective of this time with

Chestnuts, Stone Cross Road, Wadhurst TN5 6LR.

many beautiful slides, we saw examples of the Lindisfarne Gospel carpet page designs with giowing colours,

BARBECUE

as well as metal work and carving which were produced
late in the period. The image of an exquisite chalice

Bewl Water - at the kind invitation of Mike Kent.

made in Northumberland and found in Bavaria, remains
with me.

Martin Turner

Mar 8: Ian Beavis: The Renaissance of Tunbridge Wells
This was a fascinating account of the development of
Tunbridge Wells from a relatively small haphazardly built
town in the IS^^^ century centred on The Pantiles and the
chalybeate spring to a thriving prosperous 19^^ century
fashionable residential venue.

The principal builders and architects were the Burton
family in association with the London firm of John Wall.
The tenth son of the Burtons, Decimus, at the age of 23
with his own practice, came to the notice and approval

Our fourth annual barbecue is on Sunday

29*'' July at The Old Farmhouse, Beaumans, overlooking
QUIZ NIGHT
Saturday 29*" September at the
Commemoration Hall. Your committee thought it would
be a first for Wadhurst to host a quiz devoted entirely to
historical questions. With two former history teachers
on the management team they will be masterminding
this element of the proceedings and we should be In for
a very interesting evening. We are promised that there

will be a level of difficulty for everyone! Don't worry almost everything can be reduced to a question of
history: art, music, sport - whatever. We will have four
rounds of questions, a supper, and four more rounds.
Tables will be for 6 people. Please book this exciting
evening out now in your diaries. Further details later in

of John Wall. His classical Italianate designs, e.g Hyde
Park Gate and London Zoo, were outstanding. He was
given the job of planning Tunbridge Wells, and - later St Leonards, beginning in 1829 at the age of 29. By
1833 the enormous development, covering 56 acres to
the north and east of the town, naturally attracted some
strong objections (the first 'Disgusted of Tunbridge

the year.

Wells'?)

secretary for sure as she cannot book tours more than

Calverley Park with its Nash influence was the first

six months In advance. I had a date but it would have

terrace with elegant squares, streets and many individ

ual house designs following. The sandstone for all the

buildings was quarried locally and the bricks made
near-by. Hundreds of workmen were housed in small
specially built cottages. The whole project lasted 30
years and included a wide range of uniquely designed
houses, public buildings and churches. The town was by
then large enough to have its own town council.
Dr Beavis's lecture was beautifully illustrated by litho
graphs and original plans. Photographs showed many
buildings still in existence to be seen today.

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT AND ELTHAM PALACE

I am having great difficulty tying this outing up because
of the tight time schedules the Houses have over guides
and we need three consecutive departure times. The
pencilled-in date is Tuesday 16*" October but until

around May I shall not know from Charles Hendry's

meant a departure from Wadhurst at 07:00 because of
commuter traffic into London. On 16*" October, we will

begin with a IV2 hourtour, hopefully around 10:30, then
half an hour with Charles. A break for light refreshment
in the cafe at the Houses of Parliament, and on to Eltham

Palace for an afternoon guided tour. Home by approxi
mately 18:30. Again watch this space but make a note
of the date.

AGM

December 13*".

After the business element

perhaps some imported entertainment to set the scene

for the festive season.

Rachel Ring

In 1840 a pause in the progress of the development

The Milestone Society

occurred as demand for properties had dried up. As
soon as the railway arrived In 1845 it brought a renewed

We have joined this society, as we still have one or two
old milestones left and, of course, we are blessed with
many old-style finger posts, which the Parish Council has
spent a lot of money repairing and repainting in recent
months. On Friday 27*" April the Society has a meeting

impetus and work continued. In 1869 Decimus Burton

retired to St Leonards. His work was ably continued by
William Willacombe. Decimus Burton died in 1881.

Avril Temple

in The Greyhound. If any of our members would like to

come along, phone Rachel Ring for further details.
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The Old Forge, Wadhurst
Have you ever wondered how the Bassett family managed to

The ground storey of the two storied block was
used for carriage building, the paint and varnish
shops being on the first floor. Access to the latter for
carriages requiring painting was obtained by'a hoist

paint carriages in their workshop in Durgates? In 1989, Ron
Martin of the Sussex Industrial Archaeology Society pub
lished a report on the machinery involved. It is reprinted

below with his permission. The buildings have, of course,

which is still extant although not used for many years.
This consists of a platform 3.96 x 2.51 m on plan with 50 x
100 mm joists and a 63 x 200 mm edging member suspended

now been converted into homes.

from a single 100 x 200 mm oak beam by four 25 mm
diameter iron rods. The beam is in turn suspended by a
rope through a double pulley system and connected to a
cast iron hand-operated winch with a mechanical advan
tage of 10. Three similar winches are still to be seen

on Brighton beach and were used for hauling fishing
boats up the beach.

in
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DETAIL A

"James Bassett started his business as a general smith
in the 1880s and moved in about 1900 to the present
site in Durgates in the Parish of Wadhurst, map
reference TQ 630322. Business had by then
increased and was expanded to include carriage
building and the buildings which still exist were
then erected.

DETAIL B

These comprise a single storey range containing
two forges set back from the road and a two
4D

storied block to the north at right angles to the
road with its front edge on the road line. Con

struction

generally

walls covered

with

is

of softwood

painted

M
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studded

weather-hoarding

When the platform is in the "up" position there are four
wrought iron hinged brackets which lock under the outer

externally with continuous ranges of windows and
with corrugated sheet steel roofs. The rear wall

of the forges is in 215 mm thick brickwork, A
later single storey extension to the rear contains
remains of under-floor line shafting by which
power from an electric motor was transferred to
woodworking machinery. A brick-built cottage
adjacent to the forge to the south was built in 1906
and is still occupied by the grandson of the founder.
1«ie Cru«M« iMffn'flin
DETAIL A

edge of the platform, one at each corner, which may be
disengaged by pulling on wires. Pulleys at each
corner also locate the platform against vertical guide
posts.

The firm survived until March 1988 when Rodney
John Bassett, grandson of the founder finally decided

at the age of 80 that he had to give up the forge. He
started work in the family business at the age of 14 and
completed his apprenticeship as a farrier at the age of 19,
and in the course of his long working life had many
strange and comical tasks including that of shoeing a
Shetland pony from a circus accompanied by an ele
phant. His father did not believe in holidays and he
was only allowed three weeks off in 44 years.
/.9/

DETAIL 6
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A billhead of the firm shows the range of vehicles which
were then being built before the First World War.

I am indebted to Mr Rodney Bassett for the help and
information he has given me."
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Design and Layout of George Street

Earlier still, in 1898, E W Bradbrook - Registrar of

The generous use of land, both in garden and road

Friendly Societies - foresaw the advent of owner
occupancy with the following statement:

provision in the layout and design of George Street, along
with the roomy interiors of the houses, reflect the country
wide reaction against the overcrowding of the slums that
grew up In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. An

"Our thoughtful and prosperous young working man will
find that house rent forms a considerable portion of his
expenditure, and will set himself to devise some means

enormous surge in population, from countryside to ttie city,

by which that burden can be diminished. The more he

followed the industrial revolution. The subsequent increase of

gets accustomed to the house which has been the scene

factory jobs was not balanced by a national plan to
provide clean and healthy living conditions and ade
quate housing for the workers. Eventually, action
was taken with the passing of the Public Health Act of 1875,
which permitted the sanitary authorities to make bye-laws to
control building standards and layout. The model byelaws, signed by the Local Government Board in 1877,

to himself and his wife of so many innocent pleasures
and home endearments, the more he will wish to make

required that streets over one hundred feet in length should be
at least thirty feet wide. Each house was to have an open space
of one hundred and fifty square feet, at the rear for its exclusive

use, and windows should have an area of at least one tenth
of the floor space.

it his own....

To many a man among these, the day when the repay
ments terminated and he was able henceforth to live In

a house of his own, rent free, was a beginning of days of
prosperity and comfort, leading In some cases to com

parative opulence, or at least to such an amount of
provident accumulation as to remove all cause of anxiety
from the contemplation of approaching old age."
This concept presupposes long-term strategies of thrift
among well-paid artisans.
The shortage of house provision for the working man in

Edwardian times before and following the 1914-18 World
War led ultimately to the municipality itself building and

wash
-.:houi

owning houses. It was accepted that housing should

rank with education in regard to the provision of
subsidies.

In the 1920s, Government policy supported the exten
sion of tax relief on mortgages which which led to an
increase in owner occupancy. In George Street, the ten
ants, over a long period, bought their own houses.

Life in George Street 1900 - 1950
George Street was built in 1901. It was unsurfaced and

GroUNp FtocR

Fiftgr nooR

To return to George Street, the houses were built in blocks of
five or six at a time. Despite minor alterations to the

facades as subsequent blocks of houses were completed
and the brickworks on the eastern side were run down, the
overall balance has been maintained. The plan above

shows the ground floor of the left hand house and the
first floor of the right hand one.

Improvements in housing standards
in the early twentieth century

very muddy, with children playing football on it in the
winter and cricket in the summer. There were big lorry
sheds at the south end of the street, used either as goal posts
or wickets by the children, mudi to the anger of the owner of
Manor Cottage. George Luck built the George Street villas on
the east side of the road up to the west side twitten

between 1904 and 1907. They were at that time built
for his employees. Numbers 1 to 7 were built first and

there was a well in the garden of number 3, supplying water
to them. At that time, the brickyard occupied the remain
ing space on the west side. St George's Hall was built
in 1927. The villa plans show roomy accommodation
which has continued to provide family homes to the
present day.

Eminent researchers on the housing problem claimed

that there is a tendency during industrialisation, and

often long after, for urban housing provision to fall far

-.-P.ROPOSSB V.1 LLA-^..H'jt.Bs BviLx

behind need.
.S

In The Housing Handbook (1903) Alderman William
Thompson gave public housing a dynamic role when he

YrADHUR.ST

wrote: "if local authorities were to build largely
themselves", he argued, "they would be able to assist in
meeting the demand for more house room: to provide
an effective check where necessary on exorbitant rents;
to set up a standard of a decent sanitary home that a
working man might reasonably expect."
In 1907, W H Lever wrote: "The Cottage home is the unit
of a nation and therefore the more we can raise the

comfort and happiness of home life, the more we shall
raise the standard of efficiency for the whole nation."
In 1918, W H Lever stated: "Once let a nation become

careless and indifferent on the question of the housing
of her artisans and that nation is bound to witness a

gradual deterioration of physique and vigour."
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down the garden - a wooden bench with a hole and a

This continued until the outbreak of the 1914-18 war, in
which Mr Heasman served with the Army. On his

bucket underneath, though, from the beginning, there
was always mains water and drainage. Peter Wicker says that
In 1921 the rent was 6/4d a week. There was a kitchen range

original transport was replaced by a Model T Ford van
and daily runs started to Tunbridge Wells.

The water supply was from a well and the lavatory was

demobilisation the business was resumed. In 1921 his

and, when it went out at night, the children sat with their feet
in the oven before they went to bed. One penny in the gas
meter would cook dinner. Electricity was installed in
1934.

Residents of George Street, referring to the period of the
1950's and 60's, remember getting the galvanized bath

down from the hook on the outside wall on Friday night The
copper was lit and everyone took their turn. Mother was
first, then the children and Dad last of all. The copper
was used again on wash day before the clothes were mangled

and hung out to dry. If you wanted a bathroom, you had
to pay for the installation yourself and the rent went up.
The houses on the east side have longer gardens than

On leaving school in 1922 Mr Prentice Heasman joined

those on the west. For a long time, they were all
unfenced and the children could run around together on

expanded with the addition of an extra van to cope with

the areas where vegetables were not being grown.
The lack of fences contributed to the happy community and
a lot of time was spent chatting. There are still residents

his father in the business. Three years later the firm
a removal service.

living in the street who were born there or are descen

heASMAN

dants of former owners.

In the 1960's, Mr. Lavender, builder, and father of Jean

and Rosemary, living at No.l, started a Residents' Association,
primarily to manage the collection of money to cover the costs
of maintaining the road and to address matters of common
interest. To begin with, all the properties were let out

and no doubt this funded the growth of the family
building business. Over a long period, the properties
have been sold off, so that in 1985, only eight remained

tenanted. Now only George's great great grandson, Paul
Crush, continues to have an interest as landlord of one

Mr Prentice Heasman was called up for the Second World

remaining tenant.

War and Mr Heasman senior carried on the business in

Mary Offord

his son's absence - he died in 1972.

A E Heasman & Son

Now, after 54 years, his son has decided to call it a day.

At the end of George Street, there operated for many
years the general carrier and removals business of A E
Heasman & Son.

For many years the Heasman family has been closely
connected with the Turners Green Mission,

Mr Prentice Heasman, like his two brothers, was a
prominent sportsman in his younger days. For many
years he played for Wadhurst Football Club and, during
the 1930's, for the old Beech Hill United Club.
Sources:

As The Courier reported in 1976:
House and Home in the Victorian City. Studies in Urban
70 - year link with past is lost as firm closes down

History No. 7. - M J Daunton 1983 (Edward Arnold)
Interviews wlth:Miss E Trevor, Mr P Wicker, Mr R

ANOTHER LINK with the past is to go for WADHURST.

Baker, Mr and Mrs A Heasman, Mr P Crush.

After 70 years In business as carriers and furniture

East Sussex Record Office: Building plans for Wadhurst

removers the firm of A. E. Heasman and Son is closing
down at the end of the year with the retirement of Mr

1903-1909, 1908-1914, 1923-1926
1901 Census

Prentice Heasman, eldest son of the founder.

Kelly's Sussex Directory 1909

In 1906 Mr Heasman's father bought a horse and van

The Kent & Sussex Courier

and set up as a general carrier, operating between
Wadhurst and TUNBRIDGE WELLS three days a week.
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Mary Offord

Sir Michael Tippett and the hymn tune'Wadhurst
To complete the story In the last newsletter, the Salvation Army headquarters have kindly tracked down the score

of this piece of music and sent us a copy, reproduced below: at some time in the future it will be sung by the choir
in the church of St Peter & St Paul.
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Note from the Editor
For those who do not know Wadhurst well:

The July newsletter should be available at the meeting on
Jul 12. Articles and material for Inclusion should be given to

Turner's

any Committee member, or to The Editor at Greenman
Farm, Wadhurst TN5 6LE or you can e-mail
whs@greenman.demon.co.uk by 30 June please.

Green

//G reeny -

Wat

a h u rst

Reminder
If you have not renewed your membership of the
society, this will be the last newsletter you receive.

George Street is in Sparrows Green

Firewood rhymes
Now that summer is nearly here, here are a couple of short poems to remind those of you with wood-burning fires what you should
lay in for the autumn: there are various versions around - these come from the Internet at www.the-tree.org.uk.
Logs to Burn, Logs to burn, Logs to burn,
Logs to save the coal a turn.

Beechwood fires burn bright and clear
If the logs are kept a year.
Store your beech for Christmastide
With new holly laid beside.
Chestnut's only good they say
If for years tis stayed away.

Here's a word to make you wise,
When you hear the woodman's cries.
Never heed his usual tale.

That he has good logs for sale.
But read these lines and really learn,
The proper kind of logs to burn.

Birch and firwood burn too fast

Oak logs will warm you well.
If they're old and dry.
Larch logs of pine will smell.
But the sparks will fly.

Flames from larch will shoot up high,
Dangerously the sparks will fly.

Beech logs for Christmas time,

But Ashwood green and Ashwood brown

Yew logs heat well.
"Scotch" logs It Is a crime
For anyone to sell.

Are fit for a Queen with a golden crown.

Blaze too bright and do not last.

Oaken logs, if dry and old.
Keep away the winters cold.

Birch logs will burn too fast.
Hawthorn logs are good to last.

Poplar gives a bitter smoke,
Fills your eyes and makes you choke.

If you cut them In the fall.

Elmwood burns like churchyard mould;

Holly logs will burn like wax.
You should burn them green.
Elm logs like smouldering flax.

Even the very flames burn cold.

Chestnut scarce at all.

Hawthorn bakes the sweetest bread
So it is in Ireland said.

No flame to be seen.

Applewood will scent the room;

Pear logs and apple logs,
They will scent your room.
Cherry logs across the dogs

Pear wood smells like a flower in bloom.

But Ashwood wet and Ashwood dry
A King may warm his slippers by.

Smell like flowers in bloom.

But ash logs, all smooth and grey,
Burn them green or old;
Buy up ail that come your way,
They're worth their weight In gold.

Visit our w/ebsite - www.wadhurst.info/whs for

updates and reports on \A/hat has been achieved by
Task Groups before the next Newsletter
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